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Editorial 
This special issue of the journal is devoted to a selection of papers presented at the first 
international conference on Rewriting Techniques and Applications held in May 1985, in 
Dijon, France. Four invited papers were presented at the conference, together with 
twenty selected papers among 47 submissions. After the conference, the committee 
selected all invited papers plus ten others to be part of this special issue, provided they 
went through a new strict refereeing process. Unfortunately, one of the invited papers, by 
G~rard Huet, was never written. Another paper was not submitted by the author. One 
paper had already been submitted to the journal, and has now been published in an 
earlier issue. Three others were rejected: one was not mature enough, one was not 
innovative nough, one was a very good survey rather than a research paper and it was 
decided to publish it in a standard issue rather than in this one. 
To sum up, this issue contains two very different kinds of papers: 
Three of the invited papers: 
The paper by Bruno Buchberger relates the history of the most important discovery in 
term rewriting theory: the notion of a critical pair, and its natural consequence, the 
completion algorithm. The reader will find his bibliography very helpful. 
The paper by Ronald Book synthesises at least ten years of research on Thue Systems, 
with a particular emphasis on the role of Church-Rosser properties in deciding important 
questions related to Thue Systems. 
The paper by Nachum Dershowitz is a beautiful presentation of the current state of 
knowledge of termination. Moreover, he gives a new coding of Tfiring machines by 
rewrite rules, which leaves open the uniform termination problem of the one rule case 
only. 
Five papers from the selected papers from the R TA: 
The paper by Michael Rusinowitch improves and generalises the recursive 
decomposition ordering. The family of orderings he obtains can be tuned up so as to 
contain all other known precedence orderings. 
The paper by Jieh Hsiang extends the critical-pair/completion approach to first order 
predicate calculus with equality. This justifies the claim that term rewriting is as powerful 
as paramodulation a d resolution combined. 
The paper by Kathy Yelick solves a long standing open problem in unification theory: 
how to design a comptete unification algorithm for a combination of theories from the 
complete unification algorithms for the starting theories. This paper was awarded by the 
RTA committee in Dijon. 
The paper by Erik Tiden and Stephan Arnborg solves the problem of unification 
modulo left (or right) distributivity. Their termination proof is especially interesting. 
Unfortunately, the paper leaves open the problem of unification for (left and right) 
distributivity. 
Finally, the paper by Dan Benanav, Deepak Kapur and Paliath Narendran shows that 
AC-matching is NP-complete, actually, a commonly accepted fact. But even more 
importantly, they show that AC-matching of linear terms is polynomial. This could lead 
to a surge of interest in AC-matching algorithms. 
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Three of these papers deal with unification theory. It is interesting to note that very 
important breakthroughs have been made in this crucial area these three last years, 
in addition to the previous papers by Yelick and Arnborg and Tidden, by Fages 
(CADE84, Napa), Kirchner (CADE84, Napa, and LICS 86, Cambridge), Tidden 
(CADE 86, Oxford), Schmidt-Schauss (IJCAI 85, Los Angeles, and CADE 86, Oxford) 
and Walther (ECAI 84, Pisa). I am pleased to note that many of these papers will appear 
in future issues of the Journal of Symbolic Computation. 
Jean-Pierre Jouannaud 
The policy of the Journal of Symbolic Computation is to occasionally publish special 
issues concentrating on various subfields in symbolic omputation. The purpose of these 
special issues is to facilitate access to papers of related content hat would otherwise be 
scattered throughout different issues. Typically, special issues will publish polished 
versions of selected conference papers, collect papers of similar content submitted to the 
journal at around the same time, and particularly will emphasise certain newly emerging 
research topics within symbolic omputation and initialise a forum for these topics. The 
present special issue falls into the first category. It collects polished versions of some of 
the papers presented at the "Rewriting Techniques and Applications" conference in 
Dijon, May 1985. We are grateful to Jean-Pierre Jouannaud for having served as the 
editor for this special issue. Other special issues are near to completion: one on "Decision 
Algorithms for the Theory of Real Closed Fields", one on "Algorithmic Methods in 
Commutative Algebra" and one on "Algorithms in Algebraic Number Theory". Several 
other special issues (on computational geometry, on rewrite techniques for automated 
theorem proving, on logic programming, on algebraic complexity, etc.) are in the 
planning stage. It is hoped that these special issues of the Journal of Symbolic 
Computation will, in addition to reflecting the international research activity in symbolic 
computation, give active encouragement to current research in this field. 
The Editor 
